
Activate the Healing Power of Love for Our Changing Earth 
with Pam Montgomery and Jen Frey 

7:00 pm July 31st – 3:00 pm August 2nd at Sweetwater Sanctuary, Danby, Vermont 
Cost for O.N.E. members $295, non-members $350,  Non-refundable $100 deposit reserves your place 

 
Cost includes all instruction; shared accommodation; and delicious, 
locally sourced, vegetarian-friendly meals, no dinner is served Friday 
night.  Deposit of $100 (non-refundable) will hold your space. The 
remaining balance is due by July 1st.  Cost for O.N.E. members $295, 
non-members $350.  All proceeds benefit O.N.E.  
 
Join ONE Vision Council Members Pam Montgomery and Jen Frey for 
a life-affirming weekend of ceremony, exploration, learning, and 
community, while honoring our Sacred relationship with Earth and all 
her Beings.  
 
As we enter a new decade, we are keenly aware that we are 
experiencing an evolving journey of great change.  This can call 
forward different responses such as fear, grief, physical pain, wonder, 
hope, overwhelm, joy, guilt, exhaustion, connection; sometimes all at 
the same time.  As we acknowledge these, we discover that they all 
come from the same source: an enormous Love for our beautiful 
Earth. Love is the greatest force there is; Love is creative energy, 
Love is the ultimate healer.  Love is not passive; Love requires attention, appreciation, and action. We express 
our Love for Earth through gratitude, reciprocity, ceremony, and engaging in co-creative partnership. The more 
that we cultivate our Love, the more our Hearts open, allowing our relationship with Earth to deepen.   As our 
relationship deepens, we shift from user/abuser to relative/partner/Lover. As a partner, it is our responsibility to 
Listen. We will explore and experience: 
 

● Cultivating Love: Working with Heart Intelligence and Rose 
● Engaging with Intelligences of Earth 
● Honoring our pain and grief as a reflection of our deep Love for Earth 
● A Council of All Beings  
● Support to help adapt with Earth Changes 
● A Homecoming Healing Journey 

 
When we listen to the Intelligence of Earth as if this is important, something wonderful occurs.  We realize that 
we are not alone in our experience.  We have access to different perspectives, ancient wisdom, and support 
beyond our comprehension.  We awaken that part of us that remembers the magic and interconnectedness of 
Earth.  We embrace our unique gifts which contribute to this incredible opportunity of helping Earth evolve into 
a more beautiful world, where all Beings thrive.  
 
Join us for this memorable weekend where we celebrate our Love of Earth.  We will connect with the 
Intelligences of Earth (including specific Allies who help support our Hearts, release pain, and adapt to change) 
and engage in ceremony to heal ourselves Home. 
 
 



Lodging 
Sweetwater Sanctuary, our home for this weekend, sits at the base of Marble Mountain and is surrounded by 
10,000 acres of conserved land. Heart Spring, just outside our back door, brings forth from the Earth “wild 
water” which nourishes all your cells as you drink the most delicious water you can imagine. The lifeblood of 
the land is the mountain stream that flows centrally through the Sanctuary. The Nature Beings of Sweetwater 
Sanctuary know how to live in community and want to welcome us back into co-creative partnership so that we 
all may thrive. As you are held in the nurturing fold of Sweetwater Sanctuary transformation is not only possible 
but probable. 
 
 
Your Facilitators 
 
Pam Montgomery 
Pam Montgomery is an author, teacher and practitioner who has passionately embraced her role as a 
spokesperson for the green beings and has been investigating plants/trees and their intelligent spiritual nature 
for more than three decades.  She is the author of two books one of which is the highly acclaimed Plant Spirit 
Healing; A Guide to Working with Plant Consciousness and Partner Earth; A Spiritual Ecology. She operates 
the Partner Earth Education Center at Sweetwater Sanctuary in Danby, Vermont where classes, plant research 
and ceremonies take place. Pam also teaches internationally on plant spirit healing, spiritual ecology and 
people as Nature Evolutionaries. She is a founding member of United Plant Savers and more recently the 
Organization of Nature Evolutionaries or O.N.E. Her latest passion is to engage ceremonially in full symbiosis 
within the plant/human matrix where the elder common plants and trees initiate and guide us into being truly 
human. 
 
Jen Frey 
Jen Frey is a Healer, Mentor, Earth Advocate and Voice of the Plants. She is the Founder of Heart Springs 
Sanctuary, where she helps people deepen their connection with nature through plant communication. With 
over 20 years of experience with plant essences, energy work, and herbal practices her private consultations 
and plant based protocols are known for helping clients through emotional life transitions, physical health 
crises, and chronic conditions. Jen has dedicated her life to the spiritual path of plant work. Her apprenticeship 
certification programs, ceremonies, retreats and workshop offerings are designed for people wanting to open 
their hearts, fall in love with plants and deepen their relationship to the planet. 
 

  


